Slash distribution
The slash distribution [7] is another N/I distribution. Its pdf is given by f (y|µ, σ, ν) = ν 1 0 u ν−1 φ(y|µ, u −1 σ) du, which has heavier tails than those of the normal distribution. It includes the normal distributions as a special case when ν → ∞. For a slash distribution, we shall use the notation Y ∼ SL(µ, σ, ν). In the N/I distributional framwork, G(u; ν) has density g(u; ν) = νu ν−1 I(0, 1), i.e. g(.; ν) is a beta distribution with parameter (ν, 1).
Contaminated normal distribution
The contaminated normal distribution [8] is more applicable for modeling symmetric data with outlying observations. Its pdf is given by f (y|µ, σ, ν) = γφ(y|µ, σ λ ) + (1 − γ)φ(y|µ, σ). The parameter γ represents the percentage of outliers, while λ may be interpreted as a scale factor. The notation Y ∼ CN (µ, σ, ν) will be used for the contaminated normal distribution where ν = (λ, γ) . If in the N/I distributional framework, the probability density of U , given the two-component parameter vector ν, is g(u; ν) = γ, u = λ 1 − γ, u = 1 where, 0 < λ < 1 and 0 ≤ γ < 1, then we have Y ∼ CN (µ, σ, ν) . Some applications of the contaminated normal distribution are given in [3] .
Laplace or double exponential distribution
The Laplace or double exponential distribution [9] [10] is another member of the N/I family of distributions. To define this robust distribution in he N/I distributional framework, U has an inverse gamma distribution, i.e., the density function of U is given by g(u; ν) = 
